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I Introduction

In the history of computational linguistics, the first significant question asked was how to
analyze syntax. Programs that were developed using only syntactic analysis were unsuccessful at
actually understanding natural language and consequently the emphasis shifted to semantics.
Subsequent programs using primar ily semantic methods met with a beginning level of success.
Since Winograd [22], in an effort to further refine this success, the basic question guiding artificial
intelligence work has been shaipened to the question of how to best represent semantic information
(this has been called "the representation problem"). (I) In its extreme form, the current emphasis
on semantics excludes any considcr3tion of syntax. A typical view is that of Schank [17), who
claims about his system that "syntax has been denigrated to the status of something to use when all
else fails".

Most of the recent discussion concentrates on the holistic f,.ture of language and, rather than
denying syntax a role, stresses the interaction of syntactic and mantic features of language and
cautions ....gainst the possibility of making hard and fast divisions into "syntactic" and "semantic"
problems. In actual programs, this view is implemented by "- elimination of distinct phases of
analysis corresponding to syntax and semantics. Instead both syntactic and semantic procedures are
available which can call each other, and the results of each call determine how the analysis will
proceed. Thus the result of both the extreme and the more common view of the relation between
these two components of angtiae is the exclusion of any serious discussion of the general
systematic role that syntax plays in language understanding. An even more disturbing trend that
has appeared in recent discussions is the assumption that no logically coherent theory of meaning
for natural language is even possible. (2)

Certainly the early failures in mechanical translation and other types of purely syntactic
analysis have shown that the traditional conception of syntax is weak; and efforts to use such
logical techniques as resolution tIwnIrm proving have shown them to be inadequate for solving the
problems of natural language illicit-ace. These failures are far enough behind us that we can
perhaps restore some balance into the discussion.

We make two claims:

(I) Syntax is important to the understanding of natural language.

(1) The "semantic information" question is currently being phrased as a debate between
procedural and declarative semantics.

(2) See for example Colby and Enea (2), Wilks [20).
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(2) A logically coherent theory of meaning is not only possible, but necessary if
computational linguistics is to proceed.

We shall, in the body of Or paper, elaborate these claims, present a computer system
(CONSTRUCT) that was clesioeLl to support these claims, and then suggest what kind of
mathematical analysis is necessat y to make progress in the area.

1.1 The Role of Syntax

The "denigration of sylit,o;" CPPrils to be associated with the belief that ordinary language is

sufficiently less orderly and "rule like" (3) than is required for formal analysis. On the other hand,
Richard Montague [9] has su9.f.eged that there is no important theoretical difference between

formal and natural languaPes TIT the popularity of the informal approach, we think that
Montague's position will he vinflitato,i

What is needed is a richer view of syntax that accounts for the appearance of disorder. We

suggest that the correct analvkis cif the syntax of a language provides a method of discovering the

computational control structure of the sentences in the language -- to use computer metaphors, the
program" that must be "executed" in order to answer a question, execute a command, or evaluate

the truth value of a declarative In order to answer the natural language questions asked of it, the

computer must execute a program to compute the answer. Thus, the "semantics" of a sentence is a

program generated by the "synt,ix".

The execution of such a "program" will in general involve steps that modify the program
itself. These steps correspond to places where the syntax fails to be as orderly as first-order logic.

We describe these situations as 50,077;tif transformations.

1.2 Towards a Theory of Meaning

The claim that English is 1:Ieq thought of as a "formal language" is motivated by the success

in model theory, a part of foimal logic. Alfred Tarski [19] characterized truth for the formal
languages by saying that "a true sentence is one which says that the state of affairs is so and so,
and the state of affairs indeed is so and so". (Pp, 153-155 of (19].) The programme of carrying
this characterization of meaning through to natural languages involves giving a model structure
that represents the world under discourse, and showing how to map from sentences (or sequences of
sentences) to conditions of this model structure.

(3) See Wilks [20] for a discussion of this view.
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2 The CONSTRUCT System

Before we discuss the above theories in greater detail, let us describe the CONSTRUCT
system. CONSTRUCT is a tleible modular system for natural language processing. The
CONSTRUCT program itself which is written in SAIL serves as the executive component of the

system. It contains a built-in scanner and parser as well as all the routines for interfacing and
coordinating the other modulcS of the system and also provides extensive facilities for on -line
monitoring of the system. Depending on the actual modules used the CONSTRUCT system can

serve many purposes and handle many diverse fragments of natural language. The
implementation discussed in this paper is a question-answering system for elementary mathematics.

(For more details on this system see N Smith Da)

In addition to the built-in scanner and parser, the current system is composed of 1) a

dictionary of the words in the vocabufary and their lexical categories, 2) a special dictionary called

the TRANSL dictionary of strings of words designated for special preprocessing, 3) a context free

grammar which has 4) a semantic function associated with each rule of the grammar and 5) an

evaluation program written in LISP.

2.1 Preprocessing

The operation of the system can be viewed as a four-stage process. The first stage is
preprocessing which is concitictoci ender the direction of the scanner. CONSTRUCT's scanner is
similar to scanners found in compile? s It uses a table of break characters to separate the input into

words. Next certain strings of words are eliminated or replaced. The TRANSL file contains a
complete list of the strings to bra substituted for and the substitution strings. Currently four types

of substitutions are made: 1) MTh, eviations are TRANSL'd to the full word form, 2) synonyms are

TRANSL'd to the most commonly used one of the group, '3) common phrases which have a

meaning not strictly determined by the combination of the individual words are TRANSL'd to a
single word representation, and 1) noise words are eliminated.

One important function of the TRANSL component is to provide pattern-recognition

capabilities. Colby and Enea r.!1 use question-introducers as an example to explain their pattern

recognition technique. Certain polite phrases that cannot be analyzed literally are used to introduce

questions. Essentially the problem is to fill a syntactic slot with an unanalyzed phrase. Their rules

for this are



0' SENTENCE
QUESTION-INTRODUCER): Q NOUN-PHRASE):N

"'S :N '*'?'*

,U.ES OF QUESTION-INTRODUC'
COULD YrAi TELL ME -,
WOULD YOU TELL ME -,
PLEASE IP L ME -.

Our system handles question-woroducers by including each such phrase in the T1 i SL and
processing the questions with ..ne grammatical rules:

RULE1: 0 + OULSTION-INIRODUCER NP
EX1: Do you know tne sum of 2 and 4?

RULE2: 0 + OUESTION-INTRCOUCER INTERROGATIVE NP LINKVERB

EX2: Do you know ishat the factors of 12 are?

It is interesting to note that their system which is designed with pattern recognition as the

paramount concern requires as many rules to deal with the question-introducer u ours does. We

need one line in the TR ANSL for each of the phrases as they need one rule for each, and we also

need one grammatical rule for each sufficiently different construction of the question following the

phrase. Our RULEI is L7alogotis to their rule and they would need to add RULE2 before they

could handle EX2.

Use of a separate component for pattern recognition has four definite advantages. The first

advantage is the speed and P ftinpncy gamed by an initial preprocessing phase which makes

possible a shorter grammar. A second advantage to a separate module containing all the strings is

the ease with which changes C311 be made to the strings and to the grammar itself. The third
advantage is in the flexibility of the system. To change subject areas we can use the same basic

grammar with a different TR ANSL file while their grammar contains many rules dependent on

the particular vocabulary of the subject area involved. Finally, th! preprocessing approach has the

advantage of clarity. The output of the scanner shows precise)) which substitutions were made and

how the input was standardized. In a typical pattern-recognition grammar, this information is

buried in the parse tree.

After all of these substitutions have been made, the scanner uses the dictionary to form a

new representation of the input by replacing each word by its lexical category. It is this

representation which is passed to the parser.
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2.2 Syntactic and Semantic Analysis

The second and third stac:rs of processing proceed in parallel. The second stage is the
syntactic parse of the input, The third stage is the creation of what we call a 'semantic
construction' for the input. It has the form of a LISP S-expression which is ready for evaluation.

Each rule of the grammar has an associated semantic function whose explicit arguments are the

meanings of the elements on the right-hand-side of the rule. The evaluation of this function yields
the meaning of theelement on the left-hand-side of the rule. As the syntactic parse proceeds the
"semantic pars" builds up the final semantic construction for the input from the semantic functions
associated with each rule used in the syntactic parse.

Thus there is no interaction between "syntactic.' and "semantic" routines at runtime. Many

systems use an interactive process in which parsing begins but semantic routines can be called in to
disambiguate certain phrases and the semantic routines in turn can call for further parsing of a
piece of the input, etc. instead of an interactive process of this type, our grammar is designed to

obtain the semantic information from the syntactic parse. This is based on the assumption that a

sentence contains two types of information. The first type of information is carried by the
substantive or content words in the sentence. These words indicate which items in the data base or

world model used by the evaluation program are to be dealt with in evaluating this particular
sentence. The second type of information which can be obtained from the sentence Is carried by

both the functional words used in the sentence and the organization or grammatical structure of

the sentence. This information tells us which of the evaluation procedures available are to be
applied to the relevant items in the data base and also us the control structure to use in
applying these functions or plocr(inres.

Our grammar has been wi itrt:n to maximize the amount of this type of semantic information
that can be obtained from the syntactic parse. The grammar is quite different from the usual
grammars used for natural langliar processing which traditionally start with the rule

NP VP .

It would be virtually impossible to construct a semantic function to ?ttach to this rule. Not only is

this rule too general but it has already begun an incorrect breakdown of the sentence for semantic

purposes. From this point on in the parse, the main noun phrase is separated from both the verb

which will indicate what action to take with the noun phrase and from any clause in the VP
following the verb. Another example of a series of traditional rules which lead to a parse which
would have to be judged a poor parse on semantic grounds is

5



NP DETERMINER N
NP 4 NP PREPHRASE
NP N
PREPHRASE -4 PREP NP
DETERMINER 4 ARTICLE

Consider the phrase "the factors of 4", which would be parsed by these rules as shown in Figure 1.

.NP,
NP PREPHRASE

Dc.T N PREP NP

1

I I

ARTICLE *actors of N

I I

the 4

Figure 1. Tree for the factors of 4.

The information as to which type of determiner is used is net discovered trtil the lowest
level in the parse and even than both the definite and indefinite article are lumped into one lexical

category. This has no correspondence to the actual scope of the determiner and allows no pohit in

the parse for assigning the particular function associated with each quantifier and article. In our

system, each semantic function tesxcrpt for the explicitly transformational ones, see Section 4 below)

is assigned at a level where all the Irguments to the function are available.

These rules create a similar problem with the preposition. Traditionally all prepositions

have been grouped into one lexical category and parsed by the same grammatical rules. The
semantic insight about "of" which is used by our system is that this preposition is used to designate

a function, e.g., the FACTOR function and its argument(s), e.g., 4. Other examples are: the

denominator of 1/2, the sum of 42 and 4, and the intersection of {a,b} and 4,4 We use the
semantic function APP for applying functions in the data base to their specified arguments. The

traditional rules split the function from its argument in the parse tree and provide no rule with

6



which the APP function can be associated. We have assigned "of" its own lexical category and also

created a lexical category FCN for nouns which are names of functions. Thus the rule is

NP 4 FCN \C;I'N NP (APP ;1; :30

[Note: The form .n; in the specification of the arguments to a semantic

function refers to the nth element on the right-hand-side of the rule.

These slots will be filled in by the semantic functions for those elements as

the parse proceeds;

As can be seen in this example. our grammar differs from traditional grammars in two basic

ways -- first by assigning worth "levir41" categories on the basis of their semantic role and second

by making sure that each rule in the grammar has semantic relevance. This has the affect of

considerably flattening the parse trees so that more of the context is considered at each level.

However it should be made cleat that we are not in the position of needing virtually a separate

rule for each sentence. We do not create categories, either lexical or grammatical, on the basis of a

priori syntactic considerations but we have found it possible to create many broad categories on

semantic grounds. Consider the sentence types:

1)
2)
3)
4)

How many x are y?
Which x are y?
Is x
Give the x that is y'

We have created the grammatical category SUBST

which can fill the y slot. The SUI T.rules are:

Rule

SUBST 4 NP
SUBST 4 ADJ
SUBST 4 AR1THREL5
SUBST 4 PREPP

to cover all the grammatical constructions

Example

Is 2 a factor of 4?
How many factors of 12 are even?
Which factor of 12 is greater than 6?

Give the factors of 12 that are between 1 and 6!

This group contains a surprisingly diverse range of traditional syntactic categories. However

viewed on semantic grounds their function in the example sentences is identical. Each of the types

of SUBST's is semantically represented by a constructive set. Thus we have the set of factors of 4,

the set of even numbers, the set of numbers greater than 6, and the set of numbers between I and

6. Some of these sets such as the set of even numbers are infinite sets. In constructive set theory

7



. , tem are !Presented I ,y A f h it 3ctrustic function rather than by a list of memoers, as we
chat' describe in Section :4 below

Considering that the in the sentence types will also be a set, it is easy to see what the rules

ind their associated semantic functions should be for the four sentence types given. C stands for
the cardinality of a set, I for the intersection of two sets, and S for the subset relation on two sets.

1) 0 4 \HOWMANV\ NP LINK SUBST (C I :2: s4s))
2) 0 .4, INTERROGATIVE NP LINK SUBST 11 ;2; :40
3) 0 4 LINK NP SUBST (S ;2; ;3;)

4) C 4 \GIVE\ NP (;2;

NP NP RELPRONS (1 ;1; ;2 ;)

PFLPRONS i RELPRON LINK SUBST 1:30

The use of a greater variety of lexical categories does have the affect of lengthening the
grammar but it also has advantages. Like the DEACON system [3], we use a separate lexical
category for each function word. The reasons for this are obvious in a system which aims at
extracting all the semantic information possible during the parse. However it is not only the
functional words which have seen carefully categorized but also the substantive words. For

example, nouns are currently divided into the two categories N and FCN. The FCN's are nouns
which name functions, e.g., facto,. cum, and intersection. The N's are nouns which name sets
(constructive sets) e.g., fraction, number, and prime.

Our handling of the classification of substantive words, which is very similar to that of
Sager (16), is based on the premise that categories can be formed which contain words that are
both naturally related to each other with regard to the subject matter and naturally related with
regard to their vammatical role. In the case of our nouns, this is obvious. The division into FCN
and N clearly has semantic relevance. It also clearly has grammatical relevance because FCN's as
function names will always be accompanied by their argument and this argument slot must be
taken account of in the grammar. Thus the division into categories adds syntactic precision to the
grammar as well as increasing its power as a tool for extracting semantic information.

When the parse is complete, the semantic construction which represents the semantic surface

structure is passed to the evaluation program. Before discussing the evaluator, a comment should

be made on the ambiguity problem. One motivation for performing syntactic and semantic
analysis interactively is so that the semantic routines can be used to resolve syntactic ambiguities as

they arise. Our system however also provides a natural means of disambiguation. Most of the
lexical ambiguity which arises from words having multiple lexical categories is resolved by the

8



grammar since generally only ot, tit the forms will parse. Grammatical ambiguity which may arise

from unresolved lexical ambiguity or from ambiguous parsings of a single lexical form is often

resolved by default in those cases where all the grammatical parses result in the same semantic

construction. Semantic ambiguity which arises from ambiguous grammatical parses with different

semantic constructions is resolved by the evaluation phase if only one of the semantic constructions

can be successfully evaluated. Thus the natural progression of the system eliminates spurious

ambiguities, The remaining ambiguities are those which result when more than one alternative

semantic construction can be successfully evaluated or when the evaluation of a single semantic

construction reveals an ambiguity because of multiple senses of an item in the data base. These

ambiguities will have to be resolved by the evaluator. The evaluator is the natural place for this

disambiguation to be performed since it has access to the data base or world model including

information about the context of the conversation and it can be provided with a wide range of

heuristic disambiguation procedures.

2.3 Evaluation

The evaluator is a LIST' piogrAm which evaluates the semantic constructions using a

recursive inside-out technique. The evaluation is essentially independent of the natural language

processing components. This has ,everal advantages. First it can be programmed in a different

language. Second the fact that the natural language processing routines are not dependent on the

form of the data base means that ) the entire system does not need to be reprogrammed in order

to take advantage of new ways of leptesenting knowledge in the data base (which is a rapidly

advancing field), and b) different types of knowledge can be stored in different types of data

structures. Also the various senvintic functions can be programmed using different data base

manipulation techniques and the code for these functions can easily be changed or extended.

3 Constructive Semantics

By saying that CONSTRUCT embodies a theory of meaning, we mean that there is a set-

theoretical characterization of the "world" that the CONSTRUCT fragment is referring to, and

that there is a map between the sentences of the fragment and objects in this set-theoretical world.

For example, consider the sentence-

How many factors of 4 are there that are also multiples of 2?

The sentence is a question, and the correct answer is the cardinality of a set, i.e.,

9
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txlx is 0 f;ric tor of 41 n (xI), is a multiple of 21 I

The set-theoretical structure that woulc, be required to deal with this sentence would have to have

a FACTOR and MULTIPLE function over the domain of natural numbers, as well as the logical
and set manipulation functions.

This kind of semantics was developed to deal with the formal languages of mathematical

logic. Tarski in [19) showed how to give composition rules for the syntax of first-order logic and
how to characterize the meaning for the formulae built up from those composition rules.

The power and importance of the method soon became obvious to logicians. In examining
the models that a particular formal language had, it became clear what the expressive cower of
that language was. The metaphors of intended interpretation were stripped away, leaving for each
theory an exact appraisal of what the theory really was. Thus, conflicting accounts of such
historically difficult problems as entailment, tense, and modality became analyzable in a systematic

way.

3.1 Ob jections to Model-thenretical Semantics

There have been sei iuiis' doubts raised about the relevance of logic in general to

computational linguistics. Most ot the substantive objections are only about the technique of
representing information usinF; predicate calculus and then using resolution theorem proving to
provide the inference machinery. Minsky [8] raises a somewhat more general objection that
stresses the holistic character of "common sense" reasoning; he argues that one cannot "confront . . .

[a logical] system with a realistically large set of propositions." (4) Nevertheless, Minsky still

considers only the proof-theoretic aspects of mathematical logic, and does not really deal with the
semantic aspects that we are suggesting are relevant to computational linguistics.

Objections specifically about model- theoretic semantics include the following:

1) "While formally adequate, set-theoretical semantics is not the way to
look at natural language for computers." We have no ready answer to this
objection except to note that it applies equally well to all other theories.

2) "Set-theoretical semantics commits one to a referential view of language

-- that words refer to things." But the "objects" in the set structure could be any
theoretical or abstract construction, just as the "atoms" in a LISP program need

(4) P. 73 of [In
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not be material ob jects Set-theoretical semantics is independent of
metaphysical and epistemological commitments.

3) "The notion of 'defining the meaning' in set-theoretical semantics

presupposes our ability to perform impossible computations." This belief is
based on a confusion about what it means to "define" or "evaluate" the meaning

of a sentence. The sense of "evaluation" used by logicians means to give a
characterization of the truth conditions of a sentence. The "evaluation" notion

current in computer science is that of carrying out a computation that leads to

an answer. Knuth (G1 has called these two notions existence and construction.

It is important to note that we can know the truth conditions (i.e., the

"meaning ") without able to carry out the computations those conditions

imply. Patrick Suppes' example is the question:

Are there natural numbers xy,z bigger than 0, n bigger than 2, such that
nx y z .

n,

It is perfectly reason ible, to say that we know what this question "means" -- it is

a statement of Ferillat'S List theorem -- but that we cannot answer it yet.

3.2 Computer Implementation

This last objection is quite serious in that any computer implementation of a set-theoretical

semantics must contend with infinite set structures in a computationally graceful way. For example

the question

How many even numbers are prime?

involves three infinite set in its meaning conditions:

lxix is event n lxIx is a number} n lxix is primel

The theoretical solution is to base the semantics on constructive set theory, in which potentially
infinite (or very large) sets are represented by characteristic functions. These functions are then

available to be called directly. combined with other functions, or examined for information

extraction. The computational pinblems are then no different than in any similar system, except

that one has an exact characterization of the conditions of success. (5)

(5) See Rawson [15] for a description of the feature extraction and heuristic techniques that

were used in the evaluator to compute the answers to questions like the above.
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12 A Semantic Theory for Computational Linguistics

We propose constructive .cet7t,7ntics as the basis for computational linguistics. Of course this
semantics is particularly suited to the fragment that we chose (elementary mathematics). But the
importance of constructive seminti(s extends to other systems with a less exact subject matter, and
there are benefits to be obtaincd from the application. For example, we are rather impressed with
the notions of inference of Roger Schank and his associates (17). We think that their ideas would
improve by having their conceptual dependency system forrrialized with a modal logic semantics.

4 Semantic Transform at inns

A common theme in computational linguistics is to show how a given system obtains
"transformational" powers. 1Voo(k in [231 showed how his augmented state transition networks
extend beyond the power of conr,nt-free grammars to cover syntactic transformations. Winograd
(22) argued that his procedures obtain similar capabilities by simply being programmed to do so.
Petrick [13] used an explicitly ti ankfor 'national system.

Beginning with Chomsky (I) generative grammarians postulated a syntactic deep structure
with transformations mapping to the surface structure. One motivation for the appeal to the
transformation was that the unaided context-free grammar was clearly insufficient to account tor all
the syntactic features observed in natural language.

This point was made quite forcefully by Postal in (141 Using the embedding properties of
context-free languages, Postal demonstrated that certain constructions in Mohawk could not be
recognized using any context-fire grammar. The importance of his argument rests on the
unquestioned assumption that the grammar should account for all "syntactic" features (such as
inflection) and provide a "structural description" that accounts for 'sail the grammatical information
about a sentence which is in principle available to the native speaker". (6)

There is no reason why the iole given to a phrase-structure grammar should be the role that
Postal assumes. Moreover, the notion of "syntax" that Postal is looking for may be incoherent.
One of the major theoretical insights of Winograd [22] is that the division into "syntax",
"semantics", and "pragmatics" may not represent the way that our knowledge is used in

(6) [14], p. 137.
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understanding natural language. (7) One can give plausible interpretations to such Chomskian [1)

non-sense sentences and non-sentences as "Colorless green ideas sleep furiously." and "Furiously
sleep ideas green colorless." (8)

4.1 Control Structure and semantic Transformations

The CONSTRUCT system uses a context-free grammar to lay out the surface control
structure of the semantic functions. Some of these functions (such as i LUS) perform a simple
computation. Other functions, however, cause an interrupt that changes the control structure.
These semantic functions are transformational in that their combined effect is to set up an alternate

control structure that calls only functions that compute values in the straightforward way.

Consider the question:

(I) Is 2 or 3 o(1(19

The CONSTRUCT grammar parses (I) with a tree structurally similar to the one in Figure 2:

V

I s

NP .-(sici ADP

NP or NP odd

2 3

Figure 2. Surface Syntax Structure of Is 2 or 3 odd?

(7) An example that will illustrate this point is "The city councilmen denied the women the
permit because they were revolutionaries", where determination of the antecedent of they depends

on knowledge about the political character of city councils.

(8) See for example Minsky's frames paper (8), pp. 25-26.
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Note that the noun phrase "2 or is parsed at a low level in the grammar, while the semantic
effect of the word "or" has its impict at a higher level where the phrase "odd" is available. Thus,
the semantic function associated with the node (:4) causes the alternative control structure shown in
Figure 3 to be set up.

N
or

v NP ADJ V NP AOJ

Figure Semantic Deep Structure of Is 2 or 3 odd?

The structure in Figure 1 is the semantic deep structure for (I). The function associated with (*)
causes a semantic transformation.

Winograd's solution is to interrupt the parsing process itself with "demons" to handle special
words such as "or". The mayor disadvantage of Winograd's method is that the description of the
flow of control becomes very difficult, and the tendency develops to rely on the code itself as the
best (if not the only) description of what is happening. (9)

Another example of a semantic transformation is sentence (2).

(2) Does 12 have 12 as a factor and as a multiple?

Figure 4 gives the surface structure, and Figure 5 gives the semantic deep structure obtained after a
transformational semantic function alters the control structure.

(9) This reliance on the code can of course be carried to the extreme of suggesting that the
program itself is a theory of meaning.
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AUX NP V HNP

I

Does 12
I

hive HNPADP

112 /and

as a factor as a multiple

Figure 4. Surface Syntax stiticttite of Does 12 have 12 as a factor and as a multiple?

and ,S

V NP NP V NP NP

I I

I s \ 1 s 12

a factor of 12 a multiple of 12

Figure 5. Semantic Deep Stricture of Does 12 have 12 as a factor and as a multiple?

Semantic transformations 'me similarly useful in handling quantifiers. In a sentence such as

(4) Does 12 have any factors that are even?

there is a reasonable case to be 1113de that the "syntactic scope" of the quantifier any extends only to

the noun phrase in which it occul s, The natural "logical scope" of any would however contain

more of the sentence, extending uver the predicate phrase. In the CONSTRUCT system, the parse

provided by the context -free ,,lartirtar associates the quantifier with the noun phrase; then, the

evaluation of the semantic functions associated with these rules sets up the control-structure where

the scope of the quantifier corresponds to its logical scope.
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4.2 Context-free Grammars Revisited

As we suggested previously, a good deal of effort has gone into exposing the limitations of
context-free grammars. It is our view that syntax analysis should only be expected to lay out the
control-structure of the semantic functions, where some of the functions may be transformational
(when they correspond to "natural" transformations). This necessitates a rethinking of the
limitations of any syntax-analysis method.

For example, one limitation of a context-free grammar is that there cannot be arbitrarily
many constituents at a given level. This typically happens for adjective phrases, as shown in
Figure 7. The best that a contexi-tree grammar can do is to use some recursion generating a tree
as in Figure 8, where the constituents become embedded.

AOJP

ADJ1 ADJ2 AOJ3

Figure 6. Immediate Constituents.

ADJP

ADJ1 ADJP

ADJ2 AOJP

N

ADJI,

Figure 7, Context-free "approximation" of Immediate Constituents.

The real difficulty with Foil e is that it makes the semantic analysis unwieldy. In the
examples in the CONSTRUCT fragment, the typical situation is that each ADJi is a set structure,
and it is necessary to have all the sets available at the same level of the semantic analysis in order
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to evaluate them correctly. In CONSTRUCT, a tranformational semantic function provides Figure
6 as the semantic deep structure

By similar means it is possible to show that none of the limitations ascribed to context -free
grammars apply when one has semantic functions associated with the rules.

5 Alternate Approaches to Semantic Transformations

Several approaches that are quite close in spirit to the semantic transformations of the
CONSTRUCT system deserve to be mentioned. Two such approachs are the interrupts in the
parsing process of Winograd's blocks world [221 and the augmented transition networks of Woods

system [23). Two other approaches that are closer to the semantic transformation notion of
CONSTRUCT are those of Montague and Knuth.

5.1 Montague and English As A Formal Language

Richard Montague [9).(1()), (and philosophers such as Moravcsik and Gabbay [II) who have
proceeded from where Montague loft off) are motivated primarily by the analogy that English is a
formal language, i.e.. similar tf., :ho languages of first-order logic Montague and his co-workers
also noted the above problem cat chi' scope of quantifiers. Their solution has been to postulate
large set structures to serve as rifflUnt1011S for quantified phrases such as every man and some

woman. Then, the meaning of a sentence such as "every man loves some woman" can be defined in
a way that appears to avoid any Transformational mechanism. The Montague approach is quite

elegant logically. It fails to satisfy linguists in that their need is for something like the insight into
psychological reality and structure of the brain that they believe tranformations provide.' (10) For
computational linguistics, the Montague method is computationally awkward since it escalates the
complexity of the type structui he,solid what can be reasonably represented in a machine. One
way to characterize this escalation of type structure is to say that information is being encoded at a
low level (in the denotation of the noun phrase), and then being decoded at a higher level (in the
whole sentence). We feel that the theoretical approach of the .CONSTRUCT system is more
computationally feasible. In addition it fits into the linguistic tradition of transformational
grammar, and points the way to eliminating the notion of syntactic deep structure. Fillmore (4] has
presaged the elimination of syntactic deep structure, calling it "a level the properties of which have

(10) See Partee p. 243 for a discussion of the relation between Montague grammar and
traditional transformational grammar.
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more to do with the methodological commitments of grammarians than with the nature of human
languages".

5.2 Knuth and the Semantics of Context-free Languages

Donald Knuth [6) Slii*Pctell :stem of attributes for the nodes of a context-free parse tree.
The calculation of the values fui attributes proceeds in such a way that information is passed

both up and down the pais" tier The effects that one obtains are formally equivalent to our
semantic transformations and to the Montague set structure encodings of information. The
approach is particularly applitAble ro the implementationindependent definition of programming
languages, called "declarative" by Knuth and his students

Weiner (211 uses a millti.pssing environment to calculate the values for the Knuth
attributes of a parse tree for a (ompilei SIMULA 67. He shows that one can use the order
in which these values are calculated to determine an augmented derivation tree. (I I) The augmented
derivation tree is quite similar to the semantic deep structures that the CONSTRUCT system
obtains. One difference is that the augmented derivation tree structure arises implicitly from the
order in which the Knuth attributes ate assigned values; thus the augmented derivation structures

are somewhat arbitrarily determiiird by the attributes selected. In the CONSTRUCT system, the
explicit notion is that we are computing an alternative control structure that arises from the initial
syntax analysis.

6 Scheinatology and Transformational Semantics

Although we have desclibril the theory of language that is embodied in CONSTRUCT in
terms of model theory and torm semantics, the program itself is procedural in nature. For
example, the evaluation component 14 the system performs dynamic manipulation of functions at
runtime by creating and destriyiih, ilecialized functions as it evaluates the semantic parses passed

to it. Moreover, the semantic transformations are functions mapping semantic parses to semantic

parses, and as such, can be described only in procedural terms. At present, most representations of
procedural knowledge are in terms of programs, and therefore are not very accessible to the kind of
model theoretic analysis presented in the preceding sections. A method of analysis of procedural
knowledge called schematology has been developed that has promise of giving a mathematical

(11) Pp. 172-184 of (21).
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account of the notion of semantic transformation. (12)

6.1 The Motivation for and the Development of Schematology

Schematology is designed to e\n act from a program the control structure of that program. It

isolates those parts-of the pto.t .1111 such as conditionals, branches, returns, and subroutine calls that

affect the sequence of machine litt.71 ticions executed. This is done by replacing the actual logical

conditions and arithmetic and hi..1( ,11 functions of a program, such as an ALGOL program, by

predicate and function symbols This is shictly analogous to the replacement of the actual words of

a sentence when representin, Ow logical structure of the sentence using first-order logic. By

studying such abstractions one is 111IP to analyze many programs at once in much the same way

that first order logic analyzes twiny sentences at once.

Much of the work on schenv4toloi,y has a motivation which is surprisingly similar to a

problem that has plagued linguists ever since Chomsky introduced the notion of a transformation

in the 1950's--that of finding "natural" constraints on transformations. Although it is intuitively

obvious that programming langtia es vary greatly in their expressive power, it is possible in most

languages to write for any given tecirr sive function a program that will compute that function, and

according to Church's thesis it is implissible to do any better than that. Hence, most programming.

languages are universal in the so nsf, that one can write a program for an arbitrary recursive

function in them. For example, Muth ALGOL and machine language are universal in this sense

despite the fact that ALGOL is clr,ai Iv a more powerful and more expressive language than

machine code.

Given this universality, it is impossible to compare programming languages on the basis of

which functions they can be used yr compute. However, Hewitt [5) has been able to compare

classes of schemata, and to show, for example, that in some well-defined senses, schemata that

permit recursive function calls lie Foote powerful than ones which forbid them. It is this type of

comparative study that should tie tiscnit for computational linguistics.

The problem of finding .11 constraints for transformations faces the same difficulties as

attempts to compare directly the puwet of programming languages. Instead of a direct analysis, we

considered classes of schenvita I transformations, and tried to characterize what classes are

required to give the computanun,41 power needed to analyze natural language by computer. It is

important to have a clear idea of the computational power needed to analyze natural language.

(12) See (7) and [51
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6.2 The Analysis of Semantic Functions in Terms of Schemata

As an example of how semantic transformations can be analyzed in terms of program
schemata, consider again the semantic parse of the question

is 2 or 3 odd?

Figure 2 (in Section 4 above) presents a version of the surface syntax structure for this
sentence, and Figure 3 gives the col responding semantic deep structure.

The schematological repiosenrition for the computation needed to evaluate this is as follows.
Let x I be the list of choices, let x2 be the set of odd numbers, and the interpretations of the
functions be as follows:

Si checks for an empty list (NULL)
S2 appfnds two lists together (APPEND)

S3 is the subset function which accepts two arguments A and B
and returns A if A is a subset of B and returns NIL otherwise

S4 select ,3 the first element of a list (CAR)
SS selects the rest of a list ICOR).

The constant NIL is used to i epresent the empty list. The schema that represents the desired
computation is:

Iv xl x2) (repeat (z - NIL)
(if (Si xl) then (return z))
(z k- (52 z (53 (S4 xl) x2)))

(xl r- (S5 xl))).

Phis means that z is to be mitialirrd to NIL, and the remaining statements are to be executed until
the condition in the first is true, that is, the list x I has become empty, and the (return z) statement
is executed. The left arrow represents assignment. The second statement builds the answer list (z)
while the third reduces the Argument list by removing from it the choice just considered in the
second statement.

6.3 Classes of Schemata

Following Hewitt [5], it is possible to define a number of different classes of schemata. At
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present we have investigated only two such classes une that represents the non-transformational
semantic functions of the coNsTRuci system, and one that represents all of the semantic
functions that are used in the svctem Although we shall call the latter class the transformational
schemata, it includes .0 a cub( Ilcc the non-transformational schemata. Intuitively, a non-
transformational schema is PIC ,ely 4 Sequence of assignment statements while a transformational
schema is a non-recursive pro,, ria t,(liecna in the sense of Hewitt (51 As should be obvious, there
is a transformational schema r, not equivalent under Hewitt's notion of equivalence to any
non transformational schrol, of this are given in Rawson (15).

Linguistically, a non t1 1 I it « 0111 41 schema teptesents a program for computing the value
of a semantic parse by sffill,:y riot') 'tici -order traversal of the semantic parse tree. That is, one
merely evaluates the nodes in oid«,1 ,:1111.1g with the innetmost expressions and working outward
This is essentially the algorithm iiwt1 by the top-level of the LISP Interpreter to evaluate S-
expressions On the other hand, .1 transformational schema, which permits looping, allows one to
change the order in which the cut, isr ecSiollS of a semantic parse are evaluated, and permits the
repeated evaluation of certain potluns of the parse. This seems to be the key computational
concept in our notion of semantic nitformations.

6.4 The Problem with Schcmain1ngy

The major open problvin with our analysis of the computational structures needed to do
semantic analysis is that the !!anKfoimational schemata is too powerful: there are too many
control structures which fall into the (lass We must find some class intermediate between the non-
transformational and the Dall(toiln,11101131 schemata that represents more accurately the control
structures really needed for 1131111 Al language iinderstanciing All that we can really claim to have
done is to have refoimiliatrd the classical problem of finding natural constraints on
transformations in terms which 1111i,1' it mote susceptible to solution.

7 Conclusion

The 700-rule grammar of tile CONSTRUCT system recognizes a reasonable fragment of the
sentences one finds in elementary mathematics texts. Our choice of fragment emphasized
complexity of structure over a large vocabulary, and hence we obtained a good variety of ways of
asking the same questions. (13)

(13) A modified version of CONSTRUCT is being used in a system for teaching set theory at
Stanford beginning this fall.
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The original contribution or CONSTRUCT is not the grammar itself or the use of set.
theoretical structures as the semantic world for the meanings of utterances. The importance of the

system is the notion of semantic tic nsfoimation. The important aspects of this notion are:

1) The analysis of the surface syntax of an utterance is the control
structure of a program that computes the meaning of the utterance.

2) The execution of this program to compute the meaning of the
utterance may involve functions that change the flow of cor rol, setting up an
alternative control summit', which we call the semantic deep structure.

3) -fortniques from the mathematical theory of computation, in
particular schein ttology. may be useful in giving a formal characterization of
these semarhic transformations in a way that will both provide useful tools to
the computational linguist and aid the general linguist as well.
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